
THE CLASSROOM AS 
PRIVILEGED SPACE

Reading the Text
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Who is the Subject of education? 

Who is the Subject of your services? 

What do you know about their experience within your space? 

What have you learned about their experience in your space?

SUBJECTIVITY



To be able to tell one’s narrative is to act on the insistence of one’s agency. Sellars (2013) through her memoir 

tackles much of what she could only experience as absurd in childhood. The contradictions and paradoxes, we 

witness in her narrative allow us to interpret the cry of distress of Indian children in residential schools, at the 

time, going through horrific rituals, their agency negated and beaten out of them. In adulthood, Sellars is able to 

give us an account through her own working through. We witness in her memoir the difference between 

knowledge as power and knowledge as a threat. We learn how children can disintegrate when adults cause 

meaning and meaning making to collapse through rituals in education. Deep things that affect must be narrated, 

if they cannot be narrated, if meaning cannot be (re)interpreted, revisited, resituated and reorganized (Hook, 

2013) we witness the psychic disintegration. 

SUBJECTIVITY IS VOICE

p.g 74



CULTURE



There is a culture of speaking humanism but not practicing it within education. Within this culture Mishra-Tarc 

posits that:  

Those who uphold Western education, often characterized as a ‘humanistic’ endeavor, maintain a non-

questioning stance towards classical notions of subjectivity. This stance, misleadingly, renders the 

foundations of human subjectivity transparent, stable and untraceable. It is upon this presumed stability of 

the subject that many educational practices, cognitive and social theories, curricula and pedagogies depend 

(p. 834). 

HOW WE RUN OUR SPACES
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p.g.23 



As a colonial measure, Indigenous children were systemically 

alienated from their language, culture, and families through brute 

force and constant abuse. Consequently, with education came a 

rejection of Indian values as pagan, in favour of what seemed safer 

and acceptable to their oppressors. 

WHOSE CULTURE IS IT ANYWAY?

p.g. 58



The educator or teacher of the past was idealised as white. 

Today’s teacher must be a social activist, unbiased, anti-oppressive, and a hero. How 
can any teacher be all of these things and still teach within a system that is 
fundamentally oppressive? 

Ideals change while the fundamental and cultural values of systems remain stagnant. 

Paradoxes that continue to be ignored create emotional tensions which if not 
addressed render the system unsafe and ultimately traumatic. 

ABSURDITY



p.g. 60,61

Zuesse (1983) states, “It is extraordinary how all ritual, even that most 
personal sort called “habit,” grows from and memorializes the encounter with 
the Other.” 

The Other demanded a performance of rituals and tasks beyond the 
comprehension of Bev and her peers, but the children recognized the 
relevance these rituals held in meaning making and socialization. The children 
recognized their roles in the meaningless ritual were the key to any semblance 
of community and played along. In so doing, children gave meaning to their 
oppressors’ actions, notably satisfying the desire of their Other.



What, and whose, 
values are fundamental 

to the culture in our 
systems and services? 

The Subject



WHITENESS



p.g. 93 

White people are trained to be white by institutions, explains Suchet (2007), 
who believes that these institutions shelter while people and as such whiteness 
cannot be separated from institutional and social power, whether experientially 
or ideologically (p. 869). That means when these institutions are challenged by 
demands for social justice, white people are left without shelter and afraid.  
Within the institution of education, Glen and his peers were taught to be white; 
however, their sheltering by these institutions was different to what we might 
witness in prevailing cases of white privilege. Demonstrably, the perversion of 
racism was through acts of physical and sexual violence. Whiteness was taking 
the position of abuser of black people; supremacy was to believe in the 
fundamental fantasy, and pedagogy was abuse and denigration. 



Racism and discrimination against learners of color ultimately harms all learners as it 
maintains a divide between what is ideal and what is not. Privileging one group over 
another, breeds other forms of oppression - in Glen’s case, homophobia. 

The use of learners or children to satisfy ideals and justify racism and discrimination 
is fundamental to our education systems.  

Education became an act of perversion when it became a mechanism for maintaining  
the fantasy of whiteness.

COMMODIFICATION OF LEARNERS



p.g. 82

Young- Bruehl describes childism: 

… As a prejudice that rationalizes or justifies acts that harm children or fail to meet their basic needs. But 
at the more fundamental motivational or fantasy level, childism can be defined as a belief system that 
constructs its target group, “the child,” as an immature being produced and owned by adults who use it to 
serve their own needs and fantasies (p. 35-36).

In Retief’s (2011) testimony, the perverse ideology of white supremacy required children to be subordinate to 

the extent of performing perverse acts against each other. Their participation in the cycle of oppression, enforced 

through violence and abuse was a measure expected of children in order to maintain their government’s perverse 

belief in white supremacy. A refusal to participate by either hurting or being hurt met with corporal punishment.  



To the Subject, it is a space where one can begin to explore the wider world and find 
their place in it. 

For the Other it is a mechanism of law. 

But there is another Other, another party that doesn’t often figure into the classroom 
dynamic - the parent. 

For the parent, education is a promise made to the learner/child.

WHAT IS THE VALUE OF EDUCATION?



p.g.120

Mathabane shares: 

But I want things to be different for you, child. For you, and your brother, and 
sisters. I want you to go to school, because I believe that an education is the key you 
need to open up a new world and a new life for yourself, a world and life different 
from that of either your father’s or mine. It is the only key that can do that, and only 
those who seek it earnestly and perseveringly will get anywhere in the white man’s 
world. Education will open doors where none seem to exist. It’ll make people talk to 
you, listen to you and help you; people who otherwise wouldn’t bother. It will make 
you soar, like a bird lifting up into the endless blue sky, and leave poverty, hunger 
and suffering behind. It’ll teach you to learn to embrace what’s good and shun 
what’s bad and evil. Above all, it’ll make you a somebody in this world. It’ll make 
you grow up to be a good and proud person. That’s why I want you to go to school, 
child so that education can do all that, and more, for you (p. 134).



Summary

Educational systems need to pay attention to the Subjectivities created through policies; 

programs and practices; curriculum; teacher-student interactions; even seemingly adjunct 

factors like school fundraisers, sports and extracurricular activities. The history of 

education must be a warning not a standard of education. Future directions must focus 

more on mitigating harmful cultures rather than traditionalising them. The role of the 

learner must change from that of commodity to one of agent. 



What is the promise of education for the racialized or “different” learner? 

How can education fulfil the promise the parent makes when they send their child to 
school? 

What happens when education breaks this promise by telling the child, they are not 
good enough or do not fit in? Even worse, when education abuses that child?

THE PROMISE


